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NEW MOBILITIES AVIS FRANCE OFFERS LONG TERM RENTAL
FREE OF PURCHASE COMMITEMENT  

Paris, Washington DC, 11.02.2021, 02:52 Time

USPA NEWS - With the continuing health crisis, mobility and travel habits are changing. The French are opting more and more for
soft mobility as well as for private cars. This renewed interest in the car can be explained, both by the minor risk of contamination it
presents, de facto limiting interactions with other travelers, but also by the lack of alternative solutions in some places. The car has
become one of the means of locomotion chosen by the French to the detriment of public transport.
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When it is not possible to use the personal vehicle, long-term rental (LLD) from a rental company proves to be a reliable, flexible and
financially attractive solution. Avis France, traditionally operating in the short-term segment, offers a long-term rental offer. The
advantages over leasing companies are numerous: no purchase commitment and no time commitment. A much appreciated flexibility,
from 499 € per month with 2,500 kilometers included.--------------------------------------------------
Avis France´s offering covers several types of cars, and individuals are spoiled for choice, from city cars to SUVs. The offer is
available until the end of March 2021 by booking online or on site at all participating Avis agencies. List of participating agencies here.
Avis is vigilantly implementing improved protocols to ensure the health and safety of its customers.
Source: Avis Budget Group
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